In this paper, we present a new statistical technique for estimating average power dissipation in sequential circuits. Due to the feedback mechanism, in sequential circuits power dissipation in consecutive clock cycles are temporally correlated, which violates the basic requirement of statistical mean inference procedures. We overcome this problem by using a randomness test and a sequential procedure to select a proper independence interval, which in turn is used to generate random power samples. A distributionindependent stopping criterion is applied to analyze the sample data and terminate the simulation upon achievement of the accuracy specification. The technique is successfully applied to a set of benchmark circuits.
I. Introduction
Accurate power analysis poses a great challenge to both VLSI circuit designers and design automation engineers. For designers, evaluation of battery life in portable equipment and assessment of several reliability problems rely on accurate power analysis. For design automation engineers, accurate and fast power analysis is essential to developing efficient CAD tools for power optimization. Thus, power estimation has become the focus of research efforts in recent years.
Depending on the abstraction level, circuit entity for which power dissipation needs to be analyzed varies. At gate level, combinational and sequential circuits are the objects of power estimation. For combinational circuits, average power can be estimated by a probabilistic or statistical technique which propagates switching activity statistics at the primary input terminals through the circuit and monitors the power dissipation. Due to the feedback mechanism, power estimation in sequential circuits is, however, much more complicated. A sequential circuit contains both primary inputs and latch inputs. While the switching characteristics of primary inputs are determined by the operating 34th Design Automation ConferenceṖ ermission to make digital/hard copy of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. environment, those of latch inputs also depend on the implemented finite-state machine (FSM), which causes spatial and temporal correlations among latch input signals. Considering these effects in power estimation greatly increases the complexity of the problem.
To tackle this problem, most of the existing approaches choose to partition a sequential circuit into its combinational part and the latches and then analyze their contribution separately. The statistical characteristics of the FSM is first lumped into the switching activity metrics (signal probabilities and transition densities) of the latch inputs by either a long-time logic simulation [1] or solving a set of nonlinear equations [2, 3, 4] . Power dissipation of the combinational part can then be analyzed as mentioned above using such information. A major drawback of these approaches is that spatial and temporal correlations among latch signals are not considered. As the average power is very sensitive to signal correlations [5] , neglecting such information will yield poor estimation accuracy.
To overcome this drawback, we propose a new statistical approach, as depicted in Fig. 1 . This approach takes full account of signal correlations among latches as well as internal nodes. Statistical techniques require a random sample, i.e., a sample of independent and identically distributed(iid) power data, for mean estimation. In sequential circuits, however, power dissipations in consecutive clock cycles are temporally correlated. To handle this problem, we propose to use a randomness test to determine a proper independence interval over which the circuit should be simulated between two power sampling cycles. Randomness test examines the validity of the hypothesis that a power sequence is composed of iid's by accepting or rejecting the hypothesis according the statistical evidence gathered from the sequence. At a trial independence interval, if the hypothesis is accepted with a user-specified significance level, the sequence can be viewed as a random sample. Otherwise, the trial interval is incremented and another power sequence is collected. The iteration continues until the hypothesis is accepted and the associated independence interval is used hereafter to generate random power samples. A distribution-independent stopping criterion is then used to continuously analyze the power sample data and control the sample size until the desired accuracy is achieved. In addition to high estimation accuracy by considering all signal correlations, the simulation efficiency is also greatly improved by the dynamic selection mechanism of the independence interval. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II we formulate the average power dissipation problem as a mean estimation problem by expressing power as a random quantity. The difficulties of mean estimation in sequential circuits are also highlighted. In Section III, we first explain how to generate a random sample from a sequential circuit. then we introduce the randomness test as the core of a sequential procedure to determine a proper independence interval. A distribution-independent stopping criterion is selected in Section IV to measure the convergence of the average power estimate. The proposed technique is implemented and tested on a set of benchmark circuits. Section V reports and discusses the experimental results, followed by concluding remarks in Section VI.
II. Problem Formulation
A sequential circuit is composed of a set of latches and a combinational block. When the latches are triggered, the values present at the latch inputs are captured and transferred to their outputs and fed into the circuit. An input pattern is a binary vector received by the primary inputs. The statistics of input patterns vary with the operating environment the circuit is embedded in. Because of its random nature, the input pattern can be treated as a random variable, denoted hereafter as V . Along with the input pattern, the present state vector of the circuit determines its next state vector. The statistics contained in state vectors depend not only on the FSM realized by the circuit but also on the statistics of input patterns. Hence, state vector is also a random quantity denoted as S. 
where C i is the load capacitance at node i, n i is the number of transitions occurred at node i, T is the clock cycle time, and V DD is the power supply voltage. Depending on the desired accuracy in the power dissipation model, C i can be adjusted to take into account additional contributions from short circuit current, internal capacitance charging/discharging, etc.
Since P is a function of random variables n i , i = 1; ; N g , it is also a random variable and possesses a distribution function. Thus, the average power of the circuit can be expressed as the expected value of P. Compared to the formulation of combinational circuits [7] , however, P is no longer a function of iid's. Because of the feedback, S 2 is a function of V 1 and S 1 . Hence P 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P n , power dissipations of the circuit in n consecutive clock cycles, are temporally correlated. Thus, this sequence should be viewed as a realization of a random process fP j g from j = 1 to j = n. Since statistical mean estimation procedures require random samples, P 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P n cannot be directly used.
III. Generation of Random Power Sample
For sequential circuits, a random power sample can be generated either by analyzing the FSM and conduct power simulation accordingly, or by processing the observed power data directly. The first approach works as follows. For sequential circuits, if we know the state transition graph (STG) of the FSM, we can solve the ChapmanKolmogorov equations for the stationary state probabilities [12] . According to these information, a present state vector can be randomly generated and, along with a present input pattern, determines the next state vector. With a random next input pattern (generated according to the statistics of input streams), power dissipation can be obtained via circuit simulation. In this case, power data are random in nature and compose a random sample. Unfortunately, in real life, a typical sequential circuit usually has a large number of latches. The FSM can easily become too large to be extracted because of its exponential complexity with the latch count. It also takes extra efforts to handle correlations in input streams. Since the state probabilities are jointly determined by the statistics of input patterns and the FSM, computationally it could be prohibitively expensive to solve the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations for these information.
An alternative is to implicitly solve the ChapmanKolmogorov equations using a proper warm-up period. The transition behavior of an FSM is characterized by its state transition matrix P. For an FSM with N states, P is a N N matrix with elements 0 p ij 1; i ; j= 1 ; : : : ; N .p ij is the transition probability from state S i to S j . P is, of course, unknown and is unlikely to be extracted because of the complexity issues. Given an arbitrary initial probability distribution vector p(0), after k clock cycles the k-step probability distribution vector pk is pk = p 0P k : (2) Matrix P k = k times z | PP : : : P is the k-step transition matrix. For an ergodic Markov process, as k gets larger, p(k) will become increasingly independent of p(0) and will approach p s , the stationary state probability distribution vector. Therefore, with a proper warm-up period k, the probability that an arbitrary state is observed will converge to its stationary state probability. However, due to the lack of knowledge on P, assumptions need to be made inevitably in order to determine k. For example, Chou et al. [9] assumed that an FSM has two nearly-closed sets of states with very small transition probabilities between them. This is a conservative assumption and may lead to a warm-up period much longer than necessary for FSM's with better transition behavior.
The second approach is to "extract" a random sample directly from the observed correlated power sequence instead of starting from the STG. A random sample can be viewed as a sample generated from an iid random process [15] . Thus, our task is equivalent to extracting an iid sequence from the original time series. In order to do this, we assume that fP j g is -mixing [16] and stationary with finite variance. Both assumptions have already been made in the first approach. Simply put, -mixing refers to the property that the distant future behavior of fP j g becomes increasingly independent of its past as they get further apart in time. Given an observed power sequence P 1 ; P 2 ; : : : ; P n from fP j g, by stationarity each P k ; k= 1 ; : : : ; nhas the same distribution function Fp. If there exists an interval of m clock cycles such that P k and P k+m are independent, then P 1 ; P 1+m ; P 1+2m ; : : :will be an iid sequence, again by stationarity. By the -mixing assumption of fP j g, the existence of m is guaranteed. In other words, if we can somehow find m, the independence interval, a random sample can be constructed simply by recording the power dissipation in the circuit once for every m clock cycles. In the following, we propose to use a randomness test to examine the statistical independence of the data in a power sequence. Based on the test, we develop a sequential procedure to dynamically choose a proper independence interval, which is then used to generate a random sample.
A. Hypothesis Test for Randomness
Randomness test [13] belongs to the category of nonparametric hypothesis test which verifies the validity of a statistical hypothesis on the distribution or certain property of a random variable. As the name indicates, randomness test is used to examine the randomness of a data sequence. In this paper, the ordinary runs test is adopted among others. The ordinary runs test handles an ordered sequence of data in two symbol types. In one such sequence, a run is defined as a succession of one or more identical symbols, which are followed and preceded by the other symbol or no symbol at all. The hypothesis of the test is that the sequence is randomly generated. If the hypothesis is true, the number of runs has a normal distribution. Nonrandomness is reflected in a sequence by either a tendency to cluster the elements of the same symbol or a tendency to mix elements of the two symbols.
Suppose that an ordered sequence contains m first type symbols and n second type symbols. The total number of elements is m+n = N. Let 
Intuitively, U has a normal distribution because every arrangement of the two symbols is equally likely to be observed in a random sequence. Equation (6) holds because Nz is symmetric. Usually, c is chosen such that (6) has a small value . With specified, the corresponding c can be found by
is called the significance level. Thus, the randomness test proceeds as follows. Given an ordered sequence of two symbols, count the value of U, m, n, and calculate the value of z. Accept the randomness hypothesis with significance level if jzj c . Reject the hypothesis and accept the alternative if jzj c .
B. Selection of Independence Interval
Since the original runs test only handles sequences of two symbol types, it cannot be directly applied to test the randomness of a power sequence. Given one such sequence, a dichotomizing criterion is to find its median, assign (conceptually) symbol A to all values smaller than the median, and symbol B to the other values. The values of m, n, U and z can be calculated accordingly to determine the test result with specified.
Using the randomness test, we develop a sequential procedure to efficiently select a proper independence interval, as depicted in Fig. 2 . Initially, the trial interval is set to zero and a power sequence is collected by sampling power dissipation in every clock cycle. The significance of the hypothesis is then evaluated by the test statistic (4) and compared with the user-specified level to determine the test outcome. If the hypothesis is accepted, the power sequence is deemed sufficiently random and an independence interval of zero is returned. Otherwise, the trial interval is incremented by one clock cycle to reduce the temporal correlation. A new power sequence is generated such that every two adjacent power data in the sequence are separated by the trial interval, and is tested again. The iteration continues until the hypothesis is accepted. Typically, temporal correlation dissipates fairly fast with increasing trial interval length. As an example, Fig. 3 plots the variation of the z-statistic value with the trial interval length for a power sequence of length 10,000 for circuit s1494. A small z value indicates higher randomness. It shows that an independence interval of several clock cycles is sufficiently long to generate a random power sample. This observation agrees with the -mixing property we assumed previously.
IV. Estimation of Average Power
The independence interval determined by Fig. 2 is of proper length and can be used to generate a random power sample which is in turn analyzed to estimate average power (please refer to Fig. 1 ). For the sake of simulation efficiency, a two-phase approach is adopted in random sample generation. During the independence interval, circuit simulation is simply used to reduce the temporal correlation and no power sampling takes place. Thus zero-delay simulation of the next-state logic of the FSM [3] is sufficient. At the end of the independence interval, the observed state vectors and associated input patterns are fed into a general-delay circuit simulator to calculate the power consumption. With a random power sample, a stopping criterion is invoked to measure the convergence and control the sample size. Depending on the desired robustness, one can choose a parametric criterion based on the central-limit theorem [1] , or nonparametric ones based on Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic [6] and order statistics [7] , respectively. In this paper, we choose [7] because it provides a good tradeoff between simulation accuracy and efficiency [10] . Interested readers are referred to [7] for details of derivation.
V. Experimental Results and Discussion
The proposed technique has been implemented into our distribution-independent power estimation tool (DIPE). DIPE represents a general power estimation framework. It can be adopted in conjunction with any circuit simulator, depending on the desired simulation accuracy. DIPE has been applied to a set of ISCAS89 sequential benchmark circuits on a SPARC 20 workstation with 244 MB memory. All circuits are assumed to operate at a clock frequency of 20MHz with 5V power supply. The significance level of the randomness test is set to 0.20 while the maximum error allowed was specified as 5% with 0.99 confidence. The signals at primary inputs are assumed to be mutually independent and have probabilities of 0.5. However, correlated input streams can also be handled without any extra work as DIPE does not make assumptions on input pattern statistics. The power sequence length for the randomness test should be carefully selected. It should not be too long because simulation efficiency may be degraded by the search loop for a proper independence interval. Neither can it be too short because statistical fluctuations in hypothesis test results reduce with the test sample size. In the following experiments, the power sequence length is chosen to be 320 because the gain in statistical stability of the test results is marginal if it is any longer. Table 2 : Large number simulation summary. Table 1 shows the power estimation results for the test circuits. In Table 1 , SIM is the sample average power obtained from taking the average of power dissipation in 1 million consecutive clock cycles. It is deemed a sufficiently accurate estimate of the real average power, and is used as the reference for all experiments. I:I:is the independence interval determined by the randomness test. The average power estimate p is obtained by taking the average of the sample whose size is listed in column Sample Size. CPU time usage is reported in the last column. From Table 1 , several observations can be made. 1) For all test circuits, DIPE produces accurate average power estimates with reasonable amount of CPU time. 2) Usually, an independence interval of a few clock cycles is sufficient for the randomness hypothesis to be accepted with the specified significance level. This observation agrees with [4] on that a small unrolling factor of a FSM is generally enough for accurate power estimation.
3) The duration of the independence interval is determined dynamically and varies with the target circuit. Hence simulation efficiency is greatly improved by not assigning a pessimistic warm-up period a priori [9] .
To understand the average performance of the proposed technique, we conducted 1,000 simulation runs for every circuit and summarized the results in Table 2 . In this (8) where N is the number of simulation runs. In this table, the independence interval varies somewhat because the randomness test provides statistical rather than deterministic conclusion on whether or not the power sequence is "random enough". Thus, for a circuit we would not obtain a fixed independence interval. Nevertheless, Table 2 shows that the estimation results indeed meet the accuracy specification with very low average deviation. The accuracy and robustness of the technique are therefore demonstrated.
VI. Conclusion
We have proposed a new statistical technique for average power estimation in sequential circuits. Power estimation problem in sequential circuits is more complicated than in combinational circuits because of the feedback mechanism. Power dissipation data in consecutive clock cycles are temporally correlated, violating the basic assumption of all statistical mean inference procedures. Lack of knowledge on the stationary state probabilities of a FSM also makes it difficult to generate meaningful state vectors for power simulation. We overcome these problems by proposing a sequential procedure to dynamically determine a proper independence interval separated by which two power data can be viewed as mutually independent. Random samples can be generated and analyzed by a distribution-independent stopping criterion for user-specified accuracy requirement. The technique has been successfully applied to a set of benchmark circuits with high accuracy and efficiency.
